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Abstract The extracellular matrix (ECM), once thought
to solely provide physical support to a tissue, is a key com-
ponent of a cell’s microenvironment responsible for direct-
ing cell fate and maintaining tissue speciWcity. It stands to
reason, then, that changes in the ECM itself or in how sig-
nals from the ECM are presented to or interpreted by cells
can disrupt tissue organization; the latter is a necessary step
for malignant progression. In this review, we elaborate on
this concept using the mammary gland as an example. We
describe how the ECM directs mammary gland formation
and function, and discuss how a cell’s inability to interpret
these signals—whether as a result of genetic insults or
physicochemical alterations in the ECM—disorganizes the
gland and promotes malignancy. By restoring context and
forcing cells to properly interpret these native signals, aber-
rant behavior can be quelled and organization re-estab-
lished. Traditional imaging approaches have been a key
complement to the standard biochemical, molecular, and
cell biology approaches used in these studies. Utilizing
imaging modalities with enhanced spatial resolution in live
tissues may uncover additional means by which the ECM
regulates tissue structure, on diVerent length scales, through

its pericellular organization (short-scale) and by biasing
morphogenic and morphostatic gradients (long-scale).
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Introduction

The central goal of developmental biology is to understand
how the genetic information within a single cell ultimately
results in the formation of tissues, organs, and whole organ-
isms. This involves sequential deWnition of boundary lay-
ers, initially through creation of germ layers. Germ layers
give rise to speciWc tissues, which in turn organize them-
selves into layered organs. The end result is that, despite
containing the same genetic information, cells acquire
unique functions depending on where they reside (e.g.,
hepatocytes secrete bile acids while, thankfully, tongue epi-
thelial cells do not). For humans, once growth has ceased,
approximately 10 trillion of these cells must somehow
retain their speciWcity for decades. These observations led
us to question how gene expression is modulated in order to
achieve speciWcity, and ask what prevents one cell from
trans-diVerentiating and acquiring the unique properties of
another—or from losing its speciWcity altogether. The
answers lie, we believe, in the cell’s local environment.
SpeciWcally, we believe that the constant interactions of a
cell with its microenvironment (i.e., the extracellular matrix
(ECM), other cell types, and soluble factors produced as a
result of interactions amongst these constituents) help dic-
tate how speciWc genes will be expressed. If one takes this a
step further, and believes that the manner in which these
cues are presented, in addition to the cues themselves, is
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important, then one can argue that the architecture of a tis-
sue is responsible for directing and maintaining the pheno-
type of its cells in a space- and time-speciWc fashion.

Amongst the most forceful evidence for this theory is
that malignancy, an ingredient of which is a loss of cellular
speciWcity, is characterized by the progressive degradation
of tissue architecture as a tumor develops. In fact, melano-
mas and breast cancers are eVectively staged according to
how much the native architecture is disrupted (Burstein
et al. 2004; Miller and Mihm 2006). What is still unclear is
whether this is a cause or an eVect: do changes in tissue
architecture preceed and/or select for malignant cells or do
genomic alterations occur Wrst, creating “agents of destruc-
tion” that progressively destroy tissue architecture in their
quest for more space? The answer is that both occur but that
the tipping point, we believe, is the loss of tissue and organ
architecture. This argument could be enhanced by applying
more sensitive techniques than those traditionally utilized
in our Weld to analyze cell–ECM interactions and ECM
structure prior to, during, and after the onset of malignancy.

The purpose of this review is to summarize where we
stand on these questions. We will focus on the mammary
gland, as it provides a unique landscape to probe for
answers: in mammals, it is the only organ that undergoes
the majority of its development during puberty and cycles
through stages of growth and diVerentiation (during preg-
nancy and lactation) and cell death and reorganization (dur-
ing involution) in the adult. Using standard imaging
approaches, our group and others have uncovered some of
the critical cues conferred by the ECM and its remodeling
enzymes to these processes in vivo as well as in culture by
utilizing organotypic models which recapitulate some of
the critical microenvironmental interactions and many of
the discreet behaviors that occur in the native mammary
gland (summarized in Fig. 1). Similar approaches have
been applied to unravel how these signals are disrupted at
the onset of malignancy. Before delving into these details,
however, it is important to understand how it came to be
recognized that the ECM is an active participant, rather
than a passive bystander, in determining a cell’s phenotype.

Fig. 1 The intricate structure of the mammary gland can be recapitu-
lated in 3D laminin-rich gels and is context-dependent. a The human
mammary gland is composed, in part, of a bilayered epithelium con-
sisting of luminal epithelial cells lining the duct and myoepithelial cells
lining the basal surface. This tree-like structure is separated from the
surrounding stroma by a basement membrane (BM) rich in laminins
and collagens other than type I. Three-dimensional culture of murine
mammary gland explants allows us to study primary branching or the
formation of alveoli (alveologenesis), depending on the context (e.g.,
the type of ECM present). In a laminin-rich ECM (such as Matrigel),
organoids undergo, b alveologenesis or c form acini depending on the

soluble factors present. Keratin (K) staining reveals that proper polarity
is achieved in this culture model: K8 (green), an epithelial marker,
stains throughout these structures while K14 (red), indicative of myo-
epithelial cells in vivo, is conWned to the basal surface (* denotes lu-
men). On the other hand, culturing organoids within a type I collagen
matrix (d), upon stimulation by any of a number of growth factors,
yields branched, primary duct-like structures with hollow lumens (in-
set). b and c were reproduced, with permission from Elsevier, from
Fata et al. (2007). d was reproduced, with permission from The Com-
pany of Biologists Ltd., from Simian et al. (2001)
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The ECM: more than just a scaVold

The cell-secreted ECM, composed of large macromolecules
(e.g., collagens, Wbronectin, laminins) and polysaccharides
(e.g., glycosaminoglycans such as hyaluronan) was initially
thought to serve as nothing more than physical scaVolding
meant to provide mechanical support to a tissue’s cellular
constituents (Alberts et al. 2002). However, as investigators
became suspicious that the components of the ECM served
greater purposes, they uncovered that the ECM profoundly
inXuences cell behavior. Doing so required intelligent
experimental design and relatively basic imaging
approaches to assess cell morphology. For instance, cell–
cell interactions were found to be dictated by fragments of
salt-insoluble collagen, which directed the formation of
fused multi-nucleated muscle Wbers from individual myo-
blasts (Hauschka and Konigsberg 1966). Collagen, present
in the basal lamina of the lens capsule, was also found to
inXuence the shape and growth of corneal epithelial cells.
While corneal epithelial cells fail to synthesize native
ECM, assume a Xat morphology, and are unresponsive to
epidermal growth factor (EGF) when cultured upon tissue
culture plastic, they secrete ECM, assume their characteris-
tic cuboidal morphology, and proliferate in response to
EGF when cultured upon a collagen substratum (Meier and
Hay 1974). Similarly, mammary epithelial cells (MECs)
derived from pregnant or lactating mice fail to respond to
lactogenic hormones and produce milk when cultured on
tissue culture plastic, but do so when cultured in a manner
that better approximates their in vivo environment; in this
case, Xoating collagen gels (Emerman et al. 1977). Perhaps
more striking, DNA synthesis of endothelial cells was
found to be related to cell attachment and spreading on a
culture surface (Folkman and Moscona 1978), and follow-
up studies showed that modulation of cell shape inXuenced
mRNA and protein synthesis as well (Ben-Ze’ev et al.
1979, 1980).

Thus, in a relatively short period of time, the concept of
the ECM as mainly a physical support was debunked.
Instead, it was clear that the ECM also regulated cell shape,
proliferation, polarity, diVerentiation, transcription, synthe-
sis, and secretion for a variety of cell types. This led us to
hypothesize that a bidirectional crosstalk exists between the
nucleus and chromatin of a cell and its surrounding ECM
(i.e., a “dynamic reciprocity”), whether secreted from
endogenously made molecules or supplied from the out-
side, where the ECM inXuences gene expression and the
cell, in turn, can remodel the ECM, which then further acts
on the cell, creating a feedback loop (Bissell et al. 1982).
The concomitant identiWcation of a family of transmem-
brane heterodimeric glycoproteins that connect the ECM
with the cytoskeleton [subsequently classiWed as integrins
(Hynes 1987)], of feedback elicited by cell-mediated prote-

olysis of ECM (Sternlicht and Werb 2001), of ECM-
response elements in the promoter region of tissue-speciWc
genes (Schmidhauser et al. 1992; Myers et al. 1998; Spen-
cer et al. 2007), and of ECM-derived signals necessary to
maintain cell-speciWc functions (discussed below) are
amongst a growing body of evidence supporting the now
widely accepted notion that the microenvironment in gen-
eral and ECM in particular play active roles in determining
and maintaining cell speciWcity. How this is accomplished
in the mammary gland during development, pregnancy, and
involution is discussed in the following section.

ECM regulation of mammary morphogenesis

The branched mammary gland is a product of interactions
between the ectoderm-derived epithelium and mesoderm-
derived mesenchyme. In the spirit of seminal work by
Grobstein (1953), the speciWcity of these interactions was
demonstrated by heterotypic recombination of epithelium
and mesenchyme from mammary and salivary glands, dem-
onstrating that factors from the salivary or mammary mes-
enchyme direct the branching phenotype and protein
expression of the co-cultured epithelium, regardless of its
tissue of origin (Sakakura et al. 1976). Many of the soluble
factors mediating these interactions have since been identi-
Wed, and are reviewed elsewhere (Nelson and Bissell 2006).
These soluble cues synergize with insoluble cues from the
ECM to dictate morphogenesis of the ductal tree. Because
the mammary gland undergoes the majority of its growth
and remodeling during puberty and pregnancy, it serves as
a phenomenal case study of an organ where many of its
developmental properties (e.g., invasion), in the adult, are
also characteristic of tumor cells (Hanahan and Weinberg
2000). How this profound growth and remodeling is con-
trolled is of great interest, and the ECM, its degrading
enzymes (e.g., matrix metalloproteinases, MMPs) and their
inhibitors (e.g., tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases,
TIMPs) play signiWcant roles in this regard.

Mammary gland development

At the onset of puberty, the rudimentary ductal tree present
at birth (Hogg et al. 1983) undergoes a dramatic expansion
to Wll the surrounding fat pad. In rodents, terminal end buds
residing at the ends of primary ducts and comprised of an
outer layer of cap cells and a multilayered core of body
cells rapidly penetrate the surrounding fat pad, periodically
bifurcating at the leading edge to Wll the vacant pad (Hinck
and Silberstein 2005) while shedding myoepithelial and
luminal epithelial cells in their wake to facilitate ductal
elongation (Williams and Daniel 1983). Extensive sprout-
ing from primary ducts to form secondary side-branches
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also takes place (Hinck and Silberstein 2005). Ducts are
characterized by a bilayered epithelium consisting of lumi-
nal epithelial cells lining the apical/ductal surface and
basally-located myoepithelial cells (Sternlicht 2006), and
are ensheathed by a complex of ECM molecules collec-
tively called the basement membrane (BM) (Fig. 1a). The
BM is composed primarily of laminins, collagens other
than collagen I, and various proteoglycans and calcium-
binding proteins (Timpl 1996).

Early in genetic engineering, it was not simple to ablate
genes encoding many of the critical ECM proteins or their
cognate receptors because these deletions proved to be
lethal at an early embryonic stage (Fassler and Meyer 1995;
Stephens et al. 1995). Instead, the roles of various ECM
proteins were probed via traditional imaging and functional
assays. Case in point, the transcript expression of the inter-
stitial matrix protein collagen I and BM proteins collagen
IV and laminin-5 were examined via in situ hybridization in
the mouse mammary gland before, during, and after
puberty. Collagen I expression was shown to reach a maxi-
mum just before the peak growth period of the gland
(weeks 4–7), and was absent thereafter, while the expres-
sion of BM proteins essentially displayed the opposite trend
(Keely et al. 1995). These data suggested: (1) that collagen
I plays a role in primary branching, (2) that interaction with
type I collagen may be necessary for BM expression, and
(3) that BM expression is necessary for functional diVeren-
tiation of the mammary gland.

The Wrst of these conclusions is supported by a three-
dimensional (3D) culture explant model in which mam-
mary glands are isolated from mice and minced before
polymerization within a type I collagen gel. Though the
minced product can come from any portion of the ductal
tree (e.g., a primary duct, bifurcation, etc.), once embed-
ded in collagen I and stimulated by any of several growth
factors, these organoids form branched “spikes” within
the gel (Simian et al. 2001). While the resulting structures
do not necessarily recapitulate a functional unit of the
mammary epithelium (i.e., they do not form alveoli),
Wxing and cross-sectioning these gels reveal the formation
of duct-like structures characterized by hollow lumens
and a correctly polarized, bilayered epithelium (Fig. 1d)
(Simian et al. 2001). This result suggests that regardless
of its point of origin within the gland, interactions with
type I collagen induce ductal branching of the mammary
epithelium. This assay can also be conducted with clusters
of MECs, and has been utilized to demonstrate the depen-
dence of ductal branching on the collagen I binding inte-
grin �2�1 (Alford et al. 1998; Berdichevsky et al. 1994)
and on matrix degrading enzymes, speciWcally of the
MMP family (Simian et al. 2001). These results have
since been conWrmed in vivo (Keely et al. 1995; Wiseman
et al. 2003).

While these data suggest that type I collagen mediates
ductal morphogenesis, its expression also precedes that of
BM proteins, implying that ligation of collagen I is neces-
sary to produce the self-assembling BM which ultimately
ensheaths these ducts. Providing MECs with a malleable
collagen I substratum is indeed critical to induce de novo
deposition of BM proteins (Streuli and Bissell 1990). In
turn, the expression of BM, and its ligation by MECs, is
critical to the structure, function, and survival of the gland.
For instance, during menstruation, tertiary branches form
along primary ducts (Sternlicht 2006), and the cyclic devel-
opment and regression of these side branches coincide with
remodeling of BM (Ferguson et al. 1992). MMP-2 medi-
ated cleavage of the BM, speciWcally of laminin-5, gener-
ates fragments that enhance MEC motility, and likely help
mediate branch invasion (Giannelli et al. 1999). Thus,
while collagen I-derived signals are critical for primary
branching and for BM production, BM remodeling is a
common occurrence that stimulates the formation of tem-
porary side branches during the estrous cycle. Signals from
the BM are also critical during pregnancy and involution,
as described below.

Pregnancy and involution

Upon pregnancy, the mammary gland undergoes a massive
expansion marked by a dramatic increase in tertiary
branches and lobulo-alveolar density, protagonized by the
stromally secreted protease MMP-3 (Wiseman et al. 2003).
Alveoli are characterized by their spherical nature and a
unique cellular architecture; the luminal epithelium is
enveloped by a “weave” of myoepithelial cells, enabling
direct contact with the BM by both epithelial cell types
(Oakes et al. 2006). Contact with the BM is critical to the
formation of alveoli, as organoids embedded in matrices
composed of Matrigel, a laminin-rich form of ECM derived
from the BM of the murine Engleberth–Holm–Swarm
tumor (Kleinman et al. 1986), recapitulate this bulbous
architecture, either branching to form numerous alveolar-
like structures upon stimulation by TGF-� (Fig. 1b) or
growing to form a single cyst-like acinus upon stimulation
by FGF-7 (Fig. 1c) (Fata et al. 2007) (please also see the
accompanying movie, reproduced with permission).

Just before birth, functional diVerentiation is induced by
the lactogenic switch. Luminal epithelial cells adapt a
secretory phenotype and eject milk proteins into the adjoin-
ing duct upon stimulation by lactogenic hormones (Oakes
et al. 2006). But, signals derived from the BM are also crit-
ical to functional diVerentiation. MECs cultured on tissue
culture plastic do not express milk proteins such as �-casein
when stimulated by lactogenic hormones (Li et al. 1987),
nor do they express milk proteins when allowed to round or
form multi-cellular clusters on non-adhesive substrata
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(Roskelley et al. 1994). Instead, it is clear that either endog-
enous or exogenous laminin, speciWcally laminin-1, is
required to stimulate milk protein expression (Streuli et al.
1995). We now understand the underlying mechanism more
clearly. Laminin-1 induces MEC polarization, which
results in proper spatial expression of the prolactin receptor.
Sustained ligation of this receptor is necessary for phos-
phorylation of the transcription factor STAT5 and chroma-
tin reorganization, which in turn promotes transcription of
the milk protein �-casein (Xu et al. 2009). While cell-cell
contact is not a requisite for milk protein expression (Stre-
uli et al. 1991), cell clustering induces more rapid expres-
sion of milk proteins in the presence of laminin (Roskelley
et al. 1994), indicating that biochemical and biophysical
cues converge to stimulate functional diVerentiation by reg-
ulating gene expression. Accordingly, the ability to inter-
pret these cues is absolutely critical, and laminin-binding
receptors such as �6 and �1 integrins and non-integrin
receptors such as dystroglycan facilitate their interpretation
(Miner and Yurchenco 2004). Function blocking antibodies
against �1 and �6 attenuate the expression of �-casein
(Muschler et al. 1999); the latter is completely inhibited by
deletion of dystroglycan (Weir et al. 2006).

The unique double layered architecture of alveoli raises
the question of whether integrin �1-mediated laminin sig-
naling is critical in the luminal epithelial population, myo-
epithelial population, or both. Using genetic approaches,
targeted and temporal deletion of �1 in the luminal and
myoepithelial compartments has been achieved. Histologi-
cal analysis of whole mounted or sectioned glands from
mutant mice reveals that �1 deletion within the luminal
population prior to pregnancy impairs formation of alveoli,
whereas deletion during mid-pregnancy compromises the
integrity of formed alveoli, despite a contiguous and intact
BM produced by the still-normal basal compartment (Li
et al. 2005; Naylor et al. 2005). In both cases, �-casein pro-
duction is inhibited, impairing the ability of these mice to
nurse (Naylor et al. 2005). Deletion of �1 in the basal (pri-
marily myoepithelial) population of the mammary epithe-
lium results in a similar fate; secondary and tertiary
branching is signiWcantly inhibited, formation of alveoli is
restricted, and production of milk protein is suppressed
(Taddei et al. 2008). Since mammary stem cells are thought
to reside in the basal compartment as well (see next subsec-
tion), it is not clear how much stem cell impairment and
how much myoepithelial cell impairment contribute to the
observed eVects. While the consequence of deleting only
myoepithelial �1 with respect to laminin production is
unclear at this juncture, it is apparent that �1- and dystro-
glycan-mediated laminin signaling is not only necessary for
functional diVerentiation of luminal epithelial cells, but that
the presence and likely the binding of �1 is necessary in the
basal compartment to confer some critical signal(s) that

support functional diVerentiation of the adjacent luminal
epithelium.

The importance of the �1-laminin axis to the formation
of alveoli and subsequent milk production suggests its con-
tinuous involvement also in loss of these functions once
nursing has ceased. Involution is marked by a massive
apoptotic event where regression of the mammary gland
results in termination of milk production and removal of
approximately 80% of the epithelium in the matter of days
(Watson and Khaled 2008). This is accompanied by
increased MMP activity, and transgenic models have
shown that exogenous over-expression of MMP-3 results in
BM fragmentation (Sympson et al. 1994; Witty et al. 1995)
and disrupted production of �-casein (Sympson et al.
1994). One would assume then that BM degradation also
contributes to apoptosis by causing cellular detachment
from the BM and subsequent anoikis. Remarkably, how-
ever, involution is not driven simply by an inability of
luminal epithelial cells to attach to the BM. Instead, the
speciWc ligation of �1 integrin to the BM is critical. Evi-
dence for this phenomenon was Wrst provided in culture,
where caspase-mediated apoptosis of MECs occurred on
tissue culture plastic but was not observed on a laminin-rich
(lr) ECM. Function blocking antibodies against integrin �1
or induced digestion of the lrECM via MMP-3 overexpres-
sion restored caspase activity and enhanced apoptosis
(Boudreau et al. 1995). Ultrastructural analysis of the mam-
mary gland prior to and during involution reveals that the
BM does not undergo obvious structural or compositional
remodeling during involution, nor is the expression of �1
on the basal surface of alveoli signiWcantly altered (Prince
et al. 2002). Instead, �1 ligation is suddenly diminished
upon the onset of involution (Prince et al. 2002). This sug-
gests that survival signals conferred by laminin are inter-
preted speciWcally by integrin �1, and loss of �1-mediated
signaling is responsible for the wide-scale apoptosis
observed during mammary gland involution. Accordingly,
ECM-derived signals, especially those provided by lami-
nin-1, are responsible for inducing tissue-speciWc function
in the mammary gland. It is this step of signaling that is
eliminated abruptly (i.e., when suckling is terminated) to
induce involution of the gland.

The role of ECM in guiding stem cell fate

The extensive remodeling that must occur within the mam-
mary gland during pregnancy and involution suggests that a
population of precursor cells exist within the gland (Taylor-
Papadimitriou et al. 1983). Further evidence suggesting that
mammary epithelial-speciWc stem cells exist and persist
throughout the gland’s lifetime was drawn from observa-
tions that portions of the gland from mice of any age were
capable of regenerating a complete and functional epithelial
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tree upon transplantation into a cleared mammary fat pad
(Smith and Medina 1988). DeWnitive proof has come when
cells isolated from the mouse mammary gland were shown
to have the capacity to regenerate all functional cell types
of the mammary gland (Shackleton et al. 2006; Stingl et al.
2006). In humans, mammary stem cells were shown to
reside in terminal ducts adjacent to fully diVerentiated cell
types (i.e., committed luminal- and myo-epithelial cells)
(Villadsen et al. 2007), bringing into question how mam-
mary stem cells reside next to committed cells yet maintain
their progenitor status; that is, what deWnes their niche?

Integrin �1 is also involved here, as its selective deletion
from the luminal epithelium prevents alveolar expansion
(Li et al. 2005) while its deletion from the basal epithelium
impairs the ability of these cells to repopulate cleared fat
pads of recipient glands (Taddei et al. 2008). Beta-1 dele-
tion also causes asymmetrical cell division of putative
mammary stem cells (Taddei et al. 2008), which implies
that �1-mediated signaling may be crucial to the mainte-
nance of the stem cell niche. Little is known, however,
about the role the ECM plays in maintaining this niche, and
going a step further, how signaling molecules and cell-cell
interactions bias cues from the ECM to either maintain qui-
escence or drive the cells down a trajectory that leads to a
particular lineage. Our group has recently utilized micro-
array patterning technology to lay down complex yet pre-
cise patterns of a large number of ECM proteins and
signaling molecules to create dozens of unique microenvi-
ronments on which mammary stem cells can be cultured.
Expression proWles derived from these Microenvironment
Arrays (MEArrays™) suggests that cues from the ECM are
crucial to guiding cell fate decision, and are biased by sig-
naling proteins to either maintain stemness (in this case,
laminin in combination with the notch ligand jagged-1) or
move towards a diVerentiated state (several ECM types in
combination with cadherin-mediated cell-cell interactions)
(LaBarge et al. 2009).

In summary, signals from the ECM synergize with solu-
ble cues to guide mammary gland development, functional
diVerentiation, and involution, and contribute to the mainte-
nance of the gland’s stem cell niche. Thus it should not
come as a surprise that disruption of ECM structure or a
misinterpretation of ECM-derived signals could cause or
promote malignancy.

Interaction with the ECM inXuences malignant 
progression

It is clear that tumors contain many genetic alterations and
that there are single mutations that increase susceptibility.
However, it is also apparent that cancer is not simply a dis-
ease that manifests from a single cell acquiring the same

shopping list of genetic alterations. The abnormalities pos-
sessed by transformed cells vary not only from tumor to
tumor, but within a tumor itself (Folkman et al. 2000). Irre-
spective of these genetic changes, there are clearly traits
that can be ascribed to a “successful” tumor (Hanahan and
Weinberg 2000), and the majority of these traits coincide
with the sequential destruction of a tissue’s architecture.
What is not yet obvious is which comes Wrst.

Evidence suggests that disrupted ECM composition or
architecture can in fact at times preceed tumor formation, or
even trigger cancer-causing genomic alterations. Earlier
studies demonstrated that wounding to create an inXamma-
tory environment, characterized not only by increased ECM
deposition, but by increased angiogenesis, inXammatory
cell invasion, and an elevated concentration of inXamma-
tory mediators (Coussens and Werb 2002) caused malig-
nancy in prone animal models (i.e., those possessing
oncogenic mutations or inoculated with cancer causing
viruses) (Dolberg et al. 1985; Lacey et al. 1986; Nerenberg
et al. 1987; Schuh et al. 1990). More recently, it has been
demonstrated that a speciWc ECM molecule, collagen VII,
is necessary for tumorigenesis of Ras-transformed keratino-
cytes in a model of squamous cell carcinoma (Ortiz-Urda
et al. 2005). Even in the absence of oncogenic transforma-
tion, however, overexpression of ECM remodeling
enzymes such as MMP-3 or MMP-14 can cause malig-
nancy in the murine mammary gland (Sternlicht et al. 1999;
Ha et al. 2001). For the former, these mechanisms have
been elucidated. MMP-3 overexpression stimulates the for-
mation of a reactive stroma characterized by increased col-
lagen I deposition prior to tumor formation (Thomasset
et al. 1998), and its overexpression or even addition to the
culture medium causes genomic instability within MECs
and stimulates epithelial to mesenchymal transition via the
generation of intracellular reactive oxygen species (Radi-
sky et al. 2005). So the sustained and inappropriate overex-
pression of a MMP normally expressed during mammary
gland development and diVerentiation can directly cause
tumorigenesis, in part by disrupting ECM structure, and
also by cleavage of a cell-cell adhesion molecule, E-cad-
herin (Lochter et al. 1997). In turn, changes in ECM struc-
ture and composition can disrupt cellular organization
within tissues on its own.

Changes in ECM composition and structure disrupt tissue 
organization

The BM serves as the principle barrier that must be com-
promised as a breast tumor proceeds from an in situ malig-
nancy to an invasive one (Vargo-Gogola and Rosen 2007).
Even in untransformed cells, the loss of BM-derived sig-
nals yields an unmistakable change in function and appear-
ance: unlike cells in lrECM (Fig. 2a), luminal epithelial
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cells cultured in a type I collagen matrix become “reverse-
polarized,” even if they growth arrest (Fig. 2b) (Gudjons-
son et al. 2002). Incorporating myoepithelial cells results in
structures with proper polarity (Fig. 2c) because these cells
in vivo are the ones that secrete laminin. Laminin, in turn,
restores appropriate signaling to the luminal epithelial cells
(Gudjonsson et al. 2002). This is not only a culture phe-
nomenon: incorporating normal myoepithelial cells with a
ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)-like cell line, which other-
wise adopts an invasive phenotype in vivo in the presence
of normal or tumor-associated Wbroblasts or tumor myoepi-
thelial cells, inhibits conversion to invasive carcinoma,
allowing them to remain as DCIS (Hu et al. 2008). This
property appears to be lost in breast cancer, as myoepithe-
lial cells isolated from breast cancers lose their ability to
secrete suYcient amounts of laminin-1 (Fig. 2d) (Gudjons-
son et al. 2002) or begin to secrete cytokines that are detri-
mental to organization of luminal epithelial cells (Allinen
et al. 2004). Indeed, there are likely roles for other types of
laminins in maintaining tissue organization: analysis of
clinical samples revealed that certain ECM molecule
expression signatures, including genes which encode some
of the subunit chains that comprise laminin-1, -2, and -8,
amongst others, correlate with high aggressiveness and
poor clinical outcome in breast tumors (Bergamaschi et al.
2008).

In addition to the biochemical signals provided by the
BM, the physical properties of the stromal-derived ECM
inXuence malignant progression. A long-appreciated fea-
ture of breast tumors is that they can be identiWed via phys-
ical palpation—they have a rigidity distinct from that of the
surrounding tissue (Huang and Ingber 2005). The precise
origin of this enhanced tissue stiVness, or desmoplasia, has

not been elucidated, but conversion of stromal Wbroblasts to
an activated phenotype (i.e., myoWbroblast) which is capa-
ble of depositing large amounts of collagen and collagen
cross-linkers into the stroma is certainly one component
(Paszek and Weaver 2004; Walker 2001). Mechanotrans-
ducing elements such as integrins, focal adhesion com-
plexes and cytoskeletal proteins convert these physical
forces into chemical signals, which in turn have been
shown to inXuence the behaviors of many discreet cell
types (for reviews, see Discher et al. 2005; Peyton et al.
2007). In the mammary gland, elevating tissue stiVness out
of the physiological range widely impacts MEC function by
increasing intracellular elasticity (Alcaraz et al. 2009),
altering cell shape (Emerman et al. 1977), steering MECs
away from a tubulogenic phenotype (Wozniak et al. 2003),
enhancing Wbronectin deposition (Wolf et al. 2007), pro-
moting MEC proliferation (in concert with Wbronectin)
(Williams et al. 2008), and disrupting the milk protein
secretion proWle of MECs (Parry et al. 1982). Mechanisti-
cally, matrix stiVness acts through �1 integrin clustering
and sustained activation of the GTPase Rho to disrupt MEC
diVerentiation and induce a DCIS-like phenotype; upregu-
lating integrin �1 clustering or RhoA activity on a soft sub-
stratum disrupts MEC organization and causes MECs to
behave as if they were cultured on a stiV substratum (Pas-
zek et al. 2005). These eVects of increased ECM density
have been conWrmed in vivo in a bi-transgenic murine
model that spontaneously forms mammary tumors and dis-
plays increased stromal collagen density in the mammary
gland (Provenzano et al. 2008a). Tumor formation and
metastasis was drastically increased in the collagen-dense
mutant (Provenzano et al. 2008a), again implicating ECM-
derived signals in promoting malignancy.

Fig. 2 Laminin �1 chain derived from a normal myoepithelium is nec-
essary to confer polarity to luminal epithelial cells in a type I collagen
gel. a While luminal epithelial cells (LEC) display proper organization
and a basally-secreted basement membrane (BM) in a laminin-rich
ECM (lrECM), b culture of LEC within a type I collagen (Coll I) gel
results in disorganized structures which growth arrest but fail to depos-
it a BM. c Addition of myoepithelial cells (MEP) results in acini with

proper polarity and restores formation of endogenous BM. d However,
human breast cancer-derived MEP fail to confer polarity to LEC, as
evidenced by a complete lack of lumen-containing structures within
these cultures and disorganized staining of the apical marker sialomu-
cin (green). This Wgure was reproduced with minor modiWcations from
Gudjonsson et al. (2002) with permission from The Company of Biol-
ogists Ltd
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Attenuation of ECM- and growth factor-derived signals 
restores tissue organization

In addition to compositional changes within the ECM, a
cell’s failure to properly interpret its extracellular environ-
ment contributes to malignant behavior. To study this phe-
nomenon, we utilized a unique progression series of MECs
with identical genetic backgrounds isolated from reduction
mammoplasty of a Wbrocystic breast tissue (Briand et al.
1996). The epithelial component of this tissue was pas-
saged repeatedly in deWned medium and produced a sponta-
neously immortalized, EGF-dependent nontumorigenic cell
line (referred to as HMT-3522-S1) (Briand et al. 1987).
Continued culture in the absence of EGF yielded the S2
population, which eventually produced a malignant tumor
upon repeated injection into mice (Briand et al. 1996). Re-
explantation of one of these tumors in culture followed by a
second round of injection/isolation yielded the tumorigenic
T4-2 subline (Briand et al. 1996).

When cultured two-dimensionally on tissue culture plas-
tic, normal breast epithelial cells are diYcult to distinguish
from their transformed counterparts (Petersen et al. 1992).
However, culturing these cells in a physiologically relevant
environment, in this case a 3D lrECM, has allowed us and
others to easily distinguish the normal and malignant cells
based on the structures they form. Primary breast cells or
non-malignant breast cell lines such as S1 diVerentiate into
acini-like structures which are growth arrested and have
cell–cell junctions containing E-cadherin, basal or baso-lat-
eral integrin localization, and basal secretion of BM pro-
teins laminin, collagen IV, and other BM components
(Fig. 3) (Weaver et al. 1997, 2002). Despite identical
microenvironments, primary tumor cells or cancer cell lines
such as T4-2 form disorganized and proliferative colonies
(Fig. 3) (Weaver et al. 1997). Cancer cells fail to properly
interpret the signals provided by their endogenously pro-
duced ECM because the balance of their adhesion receptors
such as integrin �1 and other surface receptors such as
EGFR, as well as related signaling pathways, are skewed
(reviewed in (Bissell et al. 2005)).

Remarkably, targeting the aberrantly over-expressed
cell-surface receptors or signaling proteins with speciWc
antibodies or small molecule inhibitors not only restores
polarity and growth-arrest to malignant cells (Fig. 3), it also
normalizes expression levels of other deviant pathways in
T4-2 cells (Weaver et al. 1997; Wang et al. 1998, 2002; Liu
et al. 2004; Kenny and Bissell 2007; Itoh et al. 2007). As a
result, possible new therapies targeting some of these mole-
cules have emerged as a viable treatment for human xeno-
grafts in mice. For instance, growth of tumors derived from
metastatic cell lines is signiWcantly inhibited by treatment
with an integrin �1 inhibitory antibody (Park et al. 2006),
and the number of tumors in a murine breast cancer model

is signiWcantly reduced with �1 integrin deletion (White
et al. 2004). In fact, the only tumors formed are in those
cells where �1 integrin is not deleted, demonstrating that
this mediator of cell–ECM interactions is critical for tumor
induction and its growth. Accordingly, even in the absence
of changes to ECM composition or architecture, a failure to
correctly interpret ECM-derived signals can lead to a loss
of cellular organization and inappropriate growth. Correct-
ing this aberrant ECM–cell signaling can restore the proper

Fig. 3 Treatment of malignant cells with reverting agents results in
organized structures with proper polarity. Confocal microscopy of la-
beled nuclei, F-actin, �-catenin, �4 integrin, and laminin-5 reveals that
while malignant cells form dense and disorganized clusters (middle
column) marked by diVuse staining of F-actin, �-catenin, and integrin
�4, and fail to deposit a basement membrane (BM), treating malignant
cells with any of several reverting agents (�1 integrin targeting mono-
clonal antibody AIIB2 shown, right column) results in normalized
clusters (compare to non-malignant cells, left column). These polarized
clusters exhibit cortically organized F-actin, �-catenin concentrated at
cell–cell junctions, basally localized �4 integrin, and basally secreted
BM. This Wgure was reproduced, with permission from Elsevier, from
Weaver et al. (2002)
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structure to a community of cells which still contain the
malignant genome; thus, even in cancer cells, phenotype
can override genotype.

Imag(in)ing a crisper future to understand 
how the ECM contributes to morphogenesis 
and tumorigenesis

It is important to realize that the vast majority of the studies
described thus far have utilized fairly basic imaging tech-
niques to draw signiWcant conclusions about how cell–
ECM interactions ultimately inXuence cell behavior. Tech-
niques such as immunohistochemistry (IHC), immunoXuo-
rescence (IF), and electron microscopy (EM) typically
require Wxing of the tissue sample and often involve sec-
tioning, limiting our ability to image over longer time-
scales in live samples to observe dynamic cell behavior.
EM is further restricted because the Wxing process may
require dehydrating the tissue sample, so the images
obtained do not necessarily represent the tissue’s native
architecture. On the other hand, using traditional micro-
scopes for IHC and IF limits spatial resolution and does not
facilitate crisp 3D imaging. With all of the excellent
research that has been conducted using these traditional
approaches, imagine how far the envelope can be pushed by
adopting more sophisticated modalities to image live sam-
ples over longer time periods and at higher spatial resolu-
tion. The functional promise of this course has been
demonstrated through the utilization of live confocal
microscopy to identify the collective migration dynamics
that drive cancer cell invasion (Wolf et al. 2007) and mam-
mary branching morphogenesis (Ewald et al. 2008).
Authors from both studies have contributed to this issue
and the reader is referred to those articles to learn more.

Multiphoton microscopy to image ECM structure in live 
tissue samples

To observe live cell–ECM interactions as well as other
means by which the ECM can alter cell behavior in 3D cul-
tures or in vivo requires the use of increasingly sophisti-
cated modes of imaging that would allow high spatial
resolution at enhanced tissue depths, and ideally would not
oblige the use of exogenous Xuorophores. Multiphoton
microscopy (MPM) is one of the techniques developed for
such purposes. MPM takes advantage of the principle that a
Xuorophore can be excited by the near-simultaneous
absorption of two low energy photons (e.g., two photons
each of a wavelength twice the Xuorophore’s excitation
wavelength) (Friedl et al. 2007). Because this is a highly
unlikely event outside of the focus plane, photodamage and
phototoxicity is not much of a concern with MPM. Further,

the use of low energy wavelengths facilitates greater
imaging depths, because these longer wavelengths are less
scattered by a tissue sample, which inherently possesses
countless changes in its refractive index (Sidani et al.
2006).

An additional advantage of MPM is the ability to take
advantage of the noncentrosymmetric structure of collagen
to generate harmonic signals via second harmonic genera-
tion (SHG) (Provenzano et al. 2008b). Here, pulsing low
energy wavelengths at Wbrillar collagen generates an emit-
ted photon exactly half the wavelength of the incident
beam. This technique is not only useful for drawing conclu-
sions about a tissue’s mechanical properties non-invasively
(Raub et al. 2008), but also has been applied to study the
eVects of collagen organization on terminal end bud struc-
ture (Ingman et al. 2006). In malignant tissues, SHG has
been utilized to identify signature collagen alignments
around pre-palpable tumors which change from a perpen-
dicular alignment to a radial one which guides invasion
(Provenzano et al. 2006). Applying SHG in vivo to facili-
tate earlier detection and staging of breast tumors based on
these collagen signatures holds promise, as does utilizing
SHG in live imaging of murine tumors to identify whether
changes in collagen microstructure select for aberrant cell
types and facilitate their growth.

Fluorescent fusion proteins to image how changes in ECM 
structure inXuence protein gradients

In conjunction with more sophisticated imaging techniques
such as MPM, advancements in molecular cell biology,
e.g., through the creation of functional Xuorescent fusion
proteins in Nobel Prize winning work (Giepmans et al.
2006), may eventually enable the imaging of live cytokine
gradients. Not only would this allow us to monitor the
interactions between tumor cells and activated stromal
components, but it would also shed further light on how
changes in the physicochemical properties of the ECM
impact cell behavior in a less direct fashion by disrupting
signaling Welds to promote or support tumorigenesis. Cur-
rent evidence substantiates the notion that simple changes
in ECM composition can alter diVusion and permeability
through the ECM (Helm et al. 2007; Leddy et al. 2004),
and that increased ECM density (as in a desmoplastic
response) decreases matrix porosity (Ryan et al. 1999; Gha-
jar et al. 2006) and signiWcantly restricts macromolecular
diVusion (Fig. 4a–c) (Netti et al. 2000; Ghajar et al. 2008).
While these transport measurements were conducted using
Xuorescein-tagged dextran molecular weight markers, the
eVective diVusion of a protein in a dense ECM would likely
be even more restricted due to the substantial interactions
known to occur between signaling molecules and the ECM
(Sahni and Francis 2000; Sahni et al. 1998). DiVusion
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restrictions could foster tumorigenesis over short and long
length-scales by restricting the clearance of factors secreted
by enveloped cells, causing an upregulation of receptors for
these factors and self-suYcient signaling (short-scale)
(Tschumperlin et al. 2004); and by disrupting putative mor-
phostatic gradients meant to maintain tissue form (long-
scale) (Potter 2007). Real-time monitoring of a Xuorescent
morphogenic fusion protein in the Drosophila embryo via
MPM has facilitated a number of signiWcant conclusions
about the spatial and temporal nature of morphogenic gra-
dients in this organism (Gregor et al. 2007a, b). Although
imaging growth factor gradients in live tissue samples has
thus far proven diYcult, imaging growth factor distribution
in Wxed and stained samples has elucidated how vessel
geometry can control tissue patterning by the controlling

the direction in which a morphoregulator (in this case,
TGF-�1) is secreted (Fig. 4d, e) (Nelson et al. 2006).
Whether MPM can be utilized in combination with fusion
proteins to determine if changes in ECM composition and
microstructure disrupt critical signaling gradients to steer
cells away from a diVerentiated phenotype and towards a
tumorigenic phenotype remains to be seen.
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Fig. 4 ECM composition and tissue architecture bias soluble factor
gradients. To study the eVects of ECM density on the passive diVusion
of signaling molecules, the transport of Xuorescein-tagged 10 kDa
molecular weight dextran markers was monitored in microchannels
containing a sparse (2.5 mg/ml Wbrin) and b dense (10 mg/ml Wbrin)
tissues. After 25 min, it is clear that diVusion is greatly hindered in the
dense matrix. c EVective diVusion coeYcients (DeV) were extrapolated
from these data for a range of molecular weight markers (presented as
hydrodynamic radius, RH) to demonstrate the quantitative signiWcance
of this restriction (9 denotes P < 0.05 when comparing sparse to dense
matrix conditions). These data are bounded by two well-known models
of solute transport through Xuid media (dotted and dashed lines). d The
architecture of a tissue can also bias gradients of soluble factors. In this
case, secretion of an inhibitory factor and its diVusion through a collag-
enous ECM was modeled computationally for mammary epithelial cell
(MEC)-seeded tubules oriented perpendicular (left column) and paral-
lel (right column) to each other. In both cases, inhibitor concentration
was predicted to reach a maxim between the tubules (top row). Func-

tionally, this predicted that MECs would branch in regions with re-
duced concentrations of the putative inhibitor. Heat maps (bottom row)
generated from several images of tubules arranged in the described
architectures illustrate that MECs do indeed branch in this fashion.
Loss- and gain-of function studies demonstrated that the inhibitor in
question was TGF-�1, and e Wxing and staining these tissues for TGF-
�1 demonstrates that the distribution of this factor matches that pre-
dicted by the computational model. Thus, knowing the distribution of
an inhibitory gradient allows us to predict where branching will occur
in a tissue. Developing techniques to image gradients within live tis-
sues would allow the investigation of how the distribution of factors
critical to maintaining homeostasis are disrupted by physicochemical
changes within the matrix at the onset of malignancy. a–c of this Wgure
were reproduced, with permission from The Biophysical Society, from
Ghajar et al. (2008), while d and e were reproduced, with the permis-
sion from the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
from Nelson et al. (2006)
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